Most proteomics studies attempt to maximize the number of peptide identifications and subsequently infer proteins containing two or more peptides as reliable protein identifications. In this study, we evaluate the effect of this "two-peptide" rule on protein identifications, using multiple search tools and data sets. Contrary to the intuition, the "two-peptide" rule reduces the number of protein identifications in the target database more significantly than in the decoy database and results in increased false discovery rates, compared to the case when single-hit proteins are not discarded. We therefore recommend that the "two-peptide" rule should be abandoned, and instead, protein identifications should be subject to the estimation of error rates, as is the case with peptide identifications. We further extend the generating function approach (originally proposed for evaluating matches between a peptide and a single spectrum) to evaluating matches between a protein and an entire spectral data set.
Introduction
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) database search tools are routinely used for peptide identifications. 1 The results often include many false positives, 2 and a common approach for estimating the False Discovery Rate (FDR) of peptide identifications is based on the use of randomized decoy databases. 3, 4 The reported set of peptide identifications is determined by varying the score cutoff to achieve the desired FDR. Intuitively, a protein must be present in the sample if a peptide within it is identified (assuming the same peptide is not present elsewhere in the proteome). However, since peptide identification tools generate some false peptides, many researchers are cautious about the "one-hit-wonders", [5] [6] [7] making it a common practice to report only proteins with at least two peptides as reliable identifications (proteins with single peptide identifications are often ignored, or delegated to the Supplemetary materials). The "two-peptide" rule has done the field a great service by providing a stringent criterion for reporting proteomic data. However, while the "two peptide" rule seems wellintentioned and reasonable, we are unaware of any theoretical studies supporting this rule. Indeed, the question whether two identified peptides with scores x and y (within the same protein) represent a better evidence for expression of this protein than a single peptide with score z (that is larger than x and y) depends on parameters x, y, z (and the protein length) and remains poorly addressed. Below, we show that the "twopeptide" rule is inferior to the "single-peptide" rule that takes into account one-hit-wonders (with appropriately chosen score threshold z). We therefore argue that the "two-peptide" bias should be removed and that protein identifications based on single peptides should be treated at par with identifications based on multiple peptides, instead of salvaging them through postprocessing. 8 Gupta et al., 9 estimated that 80% of the one-hit-wonders (proteins with a single identified peptide) in proteogenomics study of Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 are likely to be expressed. Comparative analysis of three Shewanella species revealed that many of these one-hit-wonders are actually observed as orthologs in multiple species, providing further support for their expression. 10 These observations indicate that the "two-peptide" rule for protein identification is an unsubstantiated heuristic that often results in loss of a large number of protein identifications (20%-25% of all expressed proteins).
Another unsubstantiated assumption often made by proteomics researchers is that maximizing the number of peptide identifications automatically results in maximizing the number of protein identifications. While peptide and protein identification goals are closely related, there are cases when one is more important than the other. Optimizing protein-level FDR is critical in applications such as biomarker discovery or proteome profiling, while optimizing peptide-level FDR is important for label-free quantitations, 11 proteogenomics, 9,10 or peptidomics.
12, 13 We demonstrate that peptide and protein identifications are two different computational problems that should be approached differently: maximizing the number of peptide identifications does not necessarily result in maximiz-ing the number of protein identifications (for example, in cases when most peptides hit a few proteins).
While FDR among all protein identifications in a data set can be computed using the decoy database, computing the false positive rate (FPR) of individual protein identifications has been an open problem. The existing tools provide probabilistic scores, which may be correlated with the FPR, but do not provide its rigorous estimate taking into account the lengths of the proteins or the size of the spectral data sets. We extended the generating function framework 14, 15 to suggest a different (and simple) approach to the problem of estimating the protein-level FPR. So far, we failed to find any evidence that the previously proposed techniques for evaluating protein identifications (often based on elaborate machine learning models and multiple peptides) improve over a simple "singlepeptide" rule combined with the generating function approach.
Methods

MS/MS Data Sets.
The MS/MS data sets used in this study were obtained from S. oneidensis MR-1 (generated in Dick Smith's laboratory at PNNL) and human (generated in Vivian Hook's laboratory at UCSD) samples. These data sets are described in the literature. 9, 10, 16 The data sets were generated on Thermo LCQ mass-spectrometer for Shewanella and Agilent XCT Ultra for human samples. The human data set includes nearly 600 000 spectra, while the Shewanella data set has 14.5 million spectra. The Shewanella data set was searched against the Shewanella protein database (size ≈ 1.5 MB, containing 4928 sequences), and the human data set was searched against the IPI database version 3.41 (size ≈ 40 MB, containing 72 155 sequences). Decoy databases were generated by randomly shuffling the sequence of each protein in the target database (preserving the background amino acid frequencies for each protein).
Peptide Identification. Database searches were carried out using InsPecT 17 and X!Tandem. 18 InsPecT searches were run with the default parameter settings (fragment ion tolerance of 0.5 Da and parent mass tolerance of 2.5 Da). X!Tandem was run using default settings, without any protease specificity (allowing peptides of length up to 40). MS-GeneratingFunction (MS-GF) 14, 15 was run on InsPecT results to evaluate the statistical significance of individual peptide identifications (spectral probabilities). We treat the spectral probability as a score, and since MS-GF was used to rescore all InsPecT identifications (including even the very low scoring ones that are typically never reported), InsPecTxMS-GF can be viewed as the third peptide identification tool, besides InsPecT and X!Tandem. MS-GF was recently shown to improve upon InsPecT, X!Tandem, and Sequest/PeptideProphet. 14, 19 Protein Identification. Protein identifications are inferred by applying score-thresholds to the peptides identified in a protein. In case of the "one-peptide" rule (i.e., allowing onehit-wonders), any protein that has a peptide scoring above the chosen threshold is considered identified. This is equivalent to using a protein-level scoring scheme where the score of a protein is computed as the score of its highest scoring peptide. Similarly, in case of "two-peptide" rule, any protein that has two or more peptides scoring above the threshold is considered identified. Each point on the ROC curves is generated by changing this threshold, and computing the number of protein identifications by each rule, in the target and the decoy databases.
ProteinProphet was run using the Trans Proteomics Pipeline, v4.0 JETSTREAM rev 2, to process X!Tandem search results on human data set. Both target and decoy protein sequences were included in the X!Tandem search results (without giving this information to ProteinProphet a priori). The final output thus included both target and decoy proteins with a probabilitybased score for each protein. The ROC curve was computed by varying the value of this score-threshold between 0 and 1. ProteinProphet performs better than the traditional "twopeptide" rule (as expected), but still worse than the one-peptide rule.
Results
Comparison of Two-Peptide and Single-Peptide Rule. The intuition behind the "two-peptide" rule is that it may result in a more severe penalty to decoy hits as compared to the target hits. In other words, removing one-hit-wonders should improve the FDR of peptide and protein identifications. Figure 1 shows this trend for peptide identifications in the Shewanella data set for InsPecT and MS-GF scoring functions. Indeed, if we discard all peptides representing one-hit-wonders, we observe that the tradeoff between the number of peptides identified in the target and the decoy database for different score thresholds shifts in favor of the target hits, compared to the situation when one-hit-wonders are retained.
Common sense suggests that the increased number of peptides, for a given FDR, should also increase the number of protein identifications. Therefore, it seems plausible that the "two-peptide" rule (discarding one-hit-wonders) should perform better than the "single-peptide" rule (retaining all proteins with one or more peptides). Note that, in common practice, the "two-peptide" rule is always used in the context of protein identifications, that is after the peptides have been identified for a chosen FDR at peptide level. Figure 2 demonstrates that this intuitive conclusion is not substantiated by the data as the simpler "single-peptide" rule has superior FDR as compared to the traditional "two-peptide" approach applied to protein identifications. For example, for the same number (21) of proteins identified in the decoy Figure 1 . Identification of peptides in the Shewanella data set using different approaches and scoring functions. Each point in the curves is generated by varying the scoring threshold and computing the number of hits in the target and the decoy database exceeding the threshold.
database, InsPecT 17 identifies 546 proteins in the target human database using the standard "two-peptide" approach and 742 proteins using the "single-peptide" approach, a 36% increase in the number of protein identifications. Similarly, the number of protein identifications with X!Tandem 18 increases from 350 to 414 (Figure 3 ), while the number of protein identifications with MS-GF 14 increases from 607 to 826. Similar trends are seen for the Shewanella data sets (Figure 2b,c) .
Besides the "two-peptide" rule, more complex approaches are sometimes used to combine evidence from multiple peptides into protein identifications. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] We compare our results with ProteinProphet, 21 a popular tool that can be used to postprocess MS/MS database search results of programs like Sequest and X!Tandem. Benchmarking ProteinProphet (combined with X!Tandem) against the "single-peptide" approach ( Figure 3) shows that the "single-peptide" rule has better sensitivity-specificity tradeoff than ProteinProphet, in both human and Shewanella data sets. This surprising result indicates that the simple "single-peptide" rule should not be discarded without benchmarking it against seemingly more reasonable ("two-peptide" rule) and complex (ProteinProphet) approaches.
We note that computing FDR using decoy databases (at the protein level) has some limitations because the number of protein identifications in the decoy database may deviate from the number of incorrect protein identifications in the target database, particularly in data sets with high proteome coverage. However, the relative comparison of the "single-peptide" and the "two-peptide" approaches should not be significantly affected by this phenomenon. The next section describes an approach for computing the protein-level error-rates without using a decoy database.
Inference of proteins from identified peptides is complicated by the presence of peptides that are present in multiple proteins. This problem is more pronounced in eukaryotes (since their proteomes have many repeated peptides) as compared to bacteria that have very few repeated peptides. The analysis of Shewanella in Gupta et al. 9 revealed that 98.5% of the identified peptides were unique, but the number can drop down to 40-50% in case of higher eukaryotes when using a sequence database like the human IPI database containing alternatively spliced variants of proteins. A number of approaches have been developed to address this problem, most of which are parsimony-based. 21, [25] [26] [27] The computation of FDR in our method can depend on the exact method used for protein inference. For the sake of simplicity, we assign the ambiguous peptides (that map to multiple proteins) to one of the matching proteins randomly. To check that our results are robust to this step, we tried limiting our attention to only the unique peptides that are identified by InsPecT in the human data set. We still find that the "single-peptide" approach works best for protein identifications ( Figure 4 ). This shows that our conclusions are not significantly altered by peptides matching multiple proteins.
Estimating Statistical Significance of Protein Identifications Using Spectral Dictionaries. We say that a protein matches a spectrum with score Score if one of its peptides matches the spectrum (with the same Score). Consider the following two problems:
Peptide-Spectrum Matching Problem. Given a spectrum Spectrum and a score threshold Threshold for a spectrumpeptide scoring function, find the probability that a random peptide matches Spectrum with score equal to or larger than Threshold.
Protein-Spectra Matching Problem. Given a spectral data set Spectra and a score threshold Threshold for a spectrumpeptide scoring function, find the probability that a random protein matches a spectrum in the set Spectra with score equal to or larger than Threshold.
Recently, Kim et al. 14 suggested a generating function approach (MS-GF) for solving the Peptide-Spectrum Matching Problem and thereby evaluating the FPR of Peptide-Spectrum Matches (PSM). In contrast to FDRs empirically computed by the target-decoy approaches (that lack the ability to evaluate the statistical significance of individual PSMs), MS-GF rigorously evaluates individual PSMs using spectral probabilities. However, Kim et al.
14 defined the spectral probabilities for a single peptide and spectrum, while MS/MS searches compare multiple peptides (e.g., all peptides present in a protein database) against multiple spectra. Therefore, accurate estimation of protein-level FPRs requires a solution to the yet unsolved Protein-Spectra Matching Problem. In this section, we address this problem by extending the generating function framework from Peptide-Spectrum matches to Protein-Spectra matches.
We start by reviewing the terminology related to spectral probability and spectral dictionaries 14, 15 (see Table 1 ). Given a scoring function for PSMs, Dictionary(Spectrum, Threshold) is defined as the set of all possible peptides with Score(Peptide, Spectrum) g Threshold. The spectral dictionary framework transforms the (difficult) problem of evaluating the statistical significance of a PSM with score Threshold into a (simple) problem of evaluating the statistical significance of matches between a set of strings (Dictionary) and a random peptide. Assuming probabilities of all amino acids in a random peptide equal to 1/20, the probability that a Dictionary contains a random peptide (more precisely, a prefix of a sufficiently long random string of amino acids) is given by SpectralProbability-(Dictionary) ) ∑ Peptide∈Dictionary 20 -|Peptide| , where |Peptide| stands for the length of Peptide. The dictionary corresponding to a PSM (Dictionary(Peptide, Spectrum)) is defined as Dictionary(Spectrum, Score(Peptide, Spectrum)). Similarly, the spectral probability of a PSM is defined as SpectralProbability(Peptide, Spectrum) ) SpectralProbability(Dictionary(Peptide, Spectrum)). This allows one to convert an arbitrary (additive) scoring function Score(Peptide, Spectrum) into a new scoring function represented by SpectralProbability(Peptide, Spectrum). Kim et al. 14 demonstrated that this new scoring function (varying between 0 and 1) results in a better sensitivity-specificity tradeoff than all other scoring functions they evaluated. Note that, in this new scoring function, the lower scores (spectral probabilities) represent "better" PSMs. As such, given a Spectrum, one can define Dictionary(Spectrum, SPThreshold), for a spectral probability threshold 0 e SPThreshold e 1, as the set of all peptides with SpectralProbability(Peptide, Spectrum) e SPThreshold when SpectralProbability serves as a scoring function. We alert the reader that the term dictionary refers to both dictionaries defined by the original scoring function Score and the new scoring function SpectralProbability. We further define SpectralxProbability(Spectrum, SPThreshold) as SpectralProbability(Dictionary(Spectrum, SPThreshold)). It is easy to see that the Spectral Probability score (in contrast to the original Score) satisfies the important property:
In the remainder of this paper, we assume that Spectral Probability is the scoring function being used. Ratio of the spectral probability of the Lexicon to the sum of the spectral probabilities of each spectral dictionary Dictionary(Spectrum, Threshold) for all spectra from the set Spectra a Please refer to the text for details.
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The probability that a Dictionary contains a peptide from a random protein of length n can be computed as 1 -P j (Dictionary, n), where P j (Dictionary, n) is the probability that none of the peptides in the Dictionary are contained in a random string of length n. Computing P j (Dictionary, n) is a nontrivial problem that was solved by Guibas and Odlyzko 28 using the generating function approach. While this approach allows one to compute P j (Dictionary, n) precisely, the resulting expressions and recurrences are rather difficult to analyze due to correlations between different strings in the Dictionary (see ref 28 for details). We therefore prefer to use an approximation (that ignores correlations), a reasonable assumption for a rather large alphabet of 20 amino acids (the effect of correlations is reduced with the increase in the alphabet size 28 ). Under this assumption, P j (Dictionary, n) is approximated as (1 -SpectralProbability(Dictionary)) n .
Therefore, the probability that a Dictionary contains a peptide from a random protein Database can be approximated as 1 -(1 -SpectralProbability(Dictionary)) |Database| ≈ SpectralProbability(Dictionary) · |Database| (under the condition that SpectralProbability(Dictionary) · |Database| ,1).
14 This condition is satisfied in practice since otherwise one ends up with spectral identifications that feature an unacceptably high FPR. Since we can represent a PSM by a Dictionary(Peptide, Spectrum), the probability of a Protein-Spectrum Match (with a random protein) can be similarly computed as SpectralProbability(Dictionary) · |Protein|. Therefore, if one accepts peptides with spectral probability score SPThreshold and below (0 e SPThreshold e 1), then the probability of a match with a random Protein (spectral probability of Protein-Spectrum Matches) is approximated as SPThreshold · |Protein|.
Accounting for Protein Length. The score of a protein identification was previously computed as the score of its best scoring PSM, without taking into account the length of the protein. This is an oversimplification since longer proteins are more likely to have spurious matches than shorter ones. The spectral probability of Protein-Spectrum Matches (SpectralProbability(Dictionay) · |Protein|) suggests a natural normalization for computing protein-level FPR (note that while this normalization is applicable to the SpectralProbability score, it is not necessarily valid for other scoring functions). Figure 5 compares this Protein-Spectrum score (normalized by the protein length) with the original Peptide-Spectrum score (spectral probability before normalization) and shows that the proposed normalization makes sense (for both human and Shewanella data sets). While this normalization does not result in a large change in the sensitivity-specificity tradeoff (since mostproteinshavesimilarlengths),thenormalizedProtein-Spectrum scoring function does show a modest increase in the number of protein identifications in the target database. For example, for 20 proteins identified in the decoy database (human data set), the Peptide-Spectrum scoring identifies 838 proteins in target database, while the Protein-Spectrum scoring (normalized by the protein length) identifies 865 proteins.
Accounting for the Size of Spectral Data Set. We now extend the spectral dictionary approach from ref 15 to evaluate the statistical significance of matches between entire spectral data set Spectra and a protein. Like protein length, the size of the spectral data set also affects the statistical significance of a protein identification. While large spectral data sets are more likely to produce spurious identifications, some protein identification tools do not correct for the spectral data set size. When computing the probability of a match below the score threshold 0 e SPThreshold e 1 for a single spectrum (we remind the reader that smaller SpectralProbability scores correspond to better Peptide-Spectrum matches), one could correct for the size of the Protein as SPThreshold · |Protein|. However, when estimating the number of hits for multiple spectra, a similar correction SPThreshold · |Spectra| does not apply because of the correlations between the spectra within a typical spectral data set (e.g., multiple spectra of the same peptide). To address this problem, we introduce the notion of a spectral lexicon below. We start by defining the dictionary of a spectral data set as A string from Dictionary is called redundant if its proper substring also belongs to Dictionary (e.g., PEPTIDE is redundant if PEPTID, or PTIDE, or any of the shorter substrings belong to the dictionary). We define Lexicon(Dictionary(Spectra, Threshold)), represented more succinctly as Lexicon(Spectra, Threshold), as the set obtained by removal of all redundant strings from Dictionary(Spectra, Threshold). While Lexicon-(Spectra, Threshold) combines dictionaries of all spectra in the data set, for all practical purposes it can be treated as a 
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research articles dictionary of a single (virtual) spectrum. Moreover, the probability that a Lexicon contains a random peptide (i.e., that a spectrum from Spectra matches a random peptide with a score equal to or better than Threshold) is again given by SpectralProbability(Lexicon). Similarly, the probability that a Lexicon contains a peptide from a random Protein (i.e., the probability of a Protein-Spectra Match) can be approximated as 1 -(1 -SpectralProbability(Lexicon)) |Protein| ≈ 1 -e -SpectralProbability(Lexicon) · |Protein| . Again, if SpectralProbability-(Lexicon) · |Protein| ,1, this probability can be approximated as SpectralProbability(Lexicon) · |Protein|. We remark that while the expression 1 -(1 -SpectralProbability(Lexicon)) |Protein| is an approximation (the exact formula is given in 28 ), it nevertheless leads to a reasonable estimate of Protein-Spectra FPR in practice (see next section). While this simplified formula involves multiple levels of approximations, it remains reasonable for small values of spectral probability (such as 10 -11 or lower), for the typical sizes of spectral data sets (10 6 ) and protein lengths (10 3 ). For analyzing larger data sets, we recommend using more stringent (smaller) thresholds for spectral probability.
While SpectralProbability(Lexicon) evaluates the statistical significance of Protein-Spectra matches (protein-level FPR), it remains unclear how to compute it. To address this problem, we define the notion of Compression of a spectral data set as a way to analyze dependencies between spectra. Loosely speaking, Compression is the ratio of the spectral probability of the lexicon (of a spectral data set) to the sum of spectral probabilities of individual dictionaries (of each spectrum). The ratio will often be less than 1 due to removal of redundant peptides from the lexicon and to the fact that many individual dictionaries share the same peptides. More precisely, Since we use SpectralProbability as the scoring function, and therefore, Two spectra are called independent if their dictionaries do not overlap and the union of their dictionaries does not contain redundant peptides. If all spectra in the spectral data set were independent, then Compression ) 1 and the quantity |Spectra | · SPThreshold would provide a rigorous solution to the problem of the statistical significance of Peptide-Spectra Matches. In reality, however, spectra of the same and related peptides (e.g., peptides that represent subpeptides of other peptides) that are typically present in the spectral data set reduce Compression. While it can be explicitly computed for small spectral data sets, its efficient evaluation for large spectral data sets remains an open problem.
Spectral Compression and Spectral Clustering. To estimate Compression of a spectral data set, we selected all high-accuracy (FT) Shewanella spectra with parent mass varying between 1090 and 1100 Da resulting in the data set Spectra with 12 617 spectra. For different values of SPThreshold, Dictionary(Spectrum, SPThreshold) were generated for each spectrum in Spectra and combined into Lexicon(Spectra, SPThreshold). Since all peptides in these dictionaries have similar parent mass (and thus do not have redundant peptides), Lexicon can be generated by simply taking a union of spectral dictionaries of individual spectra. We find that Compression values vary between 0.6 and 0.8 depending on the spectral probability threshold ( Table 2 ). This experiment indicates that, while the expression |Spectra | · SPThreshold overestimates FPR, it is still within ≈ 60-80% of the correct estimate, a reasonable approximation.
Below we describe an alternative approach to estimating Compression via spectral clustering. We assume that a spectral sample Spectra represents the set of peptides Peptides. While the set Peptides is unknown, its size |Peptides| can be estimated by MS-Clustering tool 29 as the number of spectral clusters. Under the "ideal" scenario, the spectra of the same peptide (belonging to one cluster) have identical spectral dictionaries, spectra of different peptides do not overlap, and all spectra are independent. Under these assumptions, Therefore,
In reality, dictionaries of spectra of the same peptides are not identical, dictionaries of spectra of different peptides may overlap, and spectra may be dependent. As a result, the parameter |Peptides |/|Spectra | typically underestimates Compression. For example, for the data set Spectra consisting of spectra with parent mass between 1090 and 1100 Da, MSClustering 29 found 3584 clusters from 8689 spectra, as shown in Table 3 (3928 out of 12 617 spectra were discarded as lowquality spectra). The estimated Compression ) 3584/8689 ≈ 0.41 is lower than the values observed in Table 2 . Table 4 shows that large clusters have Compression much larger than 1/Cluster Size and illustrates that clustering underestimates Compression.
While computing the FPR of Protein-Spectra matches enables one to evaluate the statistical significance of individual protein identifications, it also allows one to estimate the expected number of false identifications among all identifications, without requiring a decoy database. The following a The second column represents the sum of the sizes of the dictionaries of individual spectra and the third column represents the size of the combined Lexicon.
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computational experiment shows that it is feasible to estimate the number of protein identifications in a decoy database without actually using a decoy database. The human spectra were searched with InsPecTxMS-GF against a database of 10 000 randomly generated proteins of length 500 each, with equal probability of each amino acid at each position. A total of 286 717 spectra (Spectra) got some InsPecT/MS-GF score against this database and were included in the analysis. Table 3 shows that this parameter depends largely on the cluster size (and SPThreshold). Therefore, we can approximate Compression (Cluster, SPThreshold) by using the average value over the previously analyzed clusters of the same size. Using the cluster partitioning of the human data set determined by MS-Clustering, the expected number of proteins was estimated using the above formula by plugging in average Compression(Cluster, SPThreshold) values from Table 3 . Table 5 compares this expected number of protein identifications with the number of proteins actually identified in the decoy database search and demonstrates that this approach allows one to get a reasonably close estimate of the number of false protein identifications without searching a decoy database.
Using FPR of Protein Identifications. This paper recommends discarding the commonly used "two-peptide" rule and instead supports reporting protein identifications (including one-hit-wonders) according to their rigorous statistical significance (FPR). To illustrate this, Supplementary If N is the total number of proteins in the sequence database (N ) 72 155 for the human IPI database used here), one can estimate the expected number of false positives among top i protein identifications as False(i) ) N · FPR(i), and therefore, the estimated FDR at that stringency level is FDR(i) ) (no. proteins in decoy database)/(no. proteins in target database) ) (N · FPR(i))/(i). As i is increased from 1 to ≈600 in this data set, False(i) increases from 0 to 0.2 only, indicating that these top 600 protein identifications are almost error-free. It is worth noticing that 160 of these extremely reliable protein identifications are one-hit-wonders, a large fraction that may be missed by the traditional approaches favoring multiple peptides. When i is increased from 600 to 800, False(i) increases to 21, indicating that 1/10 (≈ 21/200) of the protein identifications in this range may be incorrect. Increasing i beyond 800 rapidly increases False(i), eventually at a rate higher than the rate of increase of i (see the last few rows in the table), thereby essentially reducing the number of true identifications. Therefore, one can choose to select the top ≈800 proteins in this list (at an FDR of 21/800 ≈ 2.5%) as a reasonable set of protein identifications. This analysis shows how the knowledge of protein-level FPRs allows one to make informed judgment calls in selecting reliable protein identifications from many hits obtained in database searches.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that the commonly used "twopeptide" rule jeopardizes the sensitivity-specificity tradeoff in protein identifications. This counterintuitive observation points out that we are more likely to get a protein with two mediocre peptide hits in the decoy database (by chance) than a single high-scoring peptide hit. Some software tools (e.g., ProteinProphet, 21 Panoramics) 22 identify proteins if the combined score from all peptides exceeds the threshold, and thus allow scoring some single-hit proteins higher than proteins with multiple hits. However, these approaches are dependent on specific scoring models and require further theoretical justification to be suitable for use with all protein identification tools. In particular, our results indicate that the simpler "singlepeptide" rule results in better sensitivity/specificity tradeoff than ProteinProphet.
One might expect that, since proteins are inferred from peptides, optimizing peptide identifications also optimizes protein identifications. We have provided evidence that this intuition does not hold ground. In reality, when one attempts to maximize the number of peptides in the target database, the additional peptides often come from the already covered proteins (i.e., from proteins with more than 1 match) and thus do not increase the overall number of protein identifications. However, the corresponding increase in the number of peptides in the decoy database significantly raises the number of decoy protein identifications (and thus increases FDR). Therefore, we emphasize that optimizing FDRs for peptides and proteins must be considered as different problems that are best addressed by different approaches.
This study does not recommend accepting all proteins with single peptide hits but instead argues that the "single-peptide" approach must be used in conjunction with control of the FDR. While it may be surprising that the "single-peptide" approach generates a larger set of identified proteins than the seemingly more reliable "two-peptide" approach (without sacrificing FDR), our results indicate that it is the case. We demonstrated that for any set of proteins identified by the "two-peptide" approach (with peptide score threshold x), there is a larger set of protein identified by the "single-peptide" approach with the same FDR (with a more stringent peptide score threshold x + ). Therefore, one has to choose the peptide-level score thresholds carefully to ensure that the "single-peptide" approach and "two-peptide" approach are being used for the same level of FDR. We also discussed how to estimate the FPR of individual Protein-Spectra matches using the generating function framework. Spectral clustering appears as a promising, albeit an indirect, approach for approximating spectral compression and should be explored further.
While the proteomics community often takes great care in evaluating peptide-level error rates, the protein-level FDRs and FPRs are rarely computed. We suggest that publications reporting protein identifications should also report protein-level FPRs and/or FDRs. Lack of this checkpoint raises concerns about the validity of studies, such as biomarker discovery, where the number of identified proteins as well as the reliability of each individual identification is of critical importance.
